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Due Dates 

Official due dates for the Northwest office are located on the survey cover letter that comes prior 

to survey data collection.  The letter may come with the listings that arrive via UPS or emailed.  

Do not rely on the dates shown on the iPad for when the survey window is open as it may apply 

for different regions of the nation.  Survey statisticians will also mark dates for benchmarks to be 

in the office (25% in, 50% in, etc).  NASDA Coordinators and Supervisors need to monitor data 

collection activity to ensure benchmarks are met and communicate survey progress. 

 

Quality Control (QC) 

Quality control is a very important role of NASDA Supervisors.  Some surveys have a minimum 

requirement for the amount of QC forms to be submitted for each enumerator.  Quality control is 

to be completed early in the survey data collection period so that any errors can be identified and 

resolved.  Even for experienced enumerators, QC is a tool to provide feedback for evaluations.   

 

Save for Review and Final Submission 

When completing work in CAPI, there are options for submitting work.  Selecting Save will save 

the data to the EDR cloud and allows enumerators to access the questionnaire at a later time (to 

review the data, add comments, etc), but it does not submit the work to the supervisor or the 

office.  Save for Review should be used at the first part of data collection (prior to the 50% 

benchmark).  Save for Review alerts Supervisors that a questionnaire has been completed and 

they have a chance to review work and conduct any QC before they submit into the office.  

Supervisors will let enumerators know individually when they may start selecting final 

submission to send records directly to the office for that survey period.  After the 50% into 

the office benchmark, unless your supervisor has told you otherwise, all enumerators should be 

sending work into the office using final submission.  Data needs to be submitted on a flow basis, 

not all at the end.  If surveys are not being submitted, supervisors may reassign the work so it can 

be completed.  Any issues with getting data submitted into CAPI need to be communicated with 

the NASDA Coordinator to pass onto the regional office.  As mentioned in the CAPI Manual, 

good communication between supervisors and enumerators is critical to keep the surveys flowing 

into the regional office on a continual basis. 

 

System Issues 

NASS is utilizing CAPI as our main field data collection tool.  When there are system issues, it 

will be communicated to field staff.  If a system wide issue has not been reported, then the 

enumerator needs to work with their supervisor or NASDA Coordinator to identify the problem 

and work on a solution.  A few blank paper forms have been provided with the listings at the 

start of every survey to enumerators.  The main purpose of the paper forms are to get acquainted 

with the survey.  However, if the system is down and the due date is near, the paper forms may 

be used to gather the data then call it into the NASDA Coordinator or the regional office.  Data 

collection must still go on.  Please report the issues so that the CAPI Team can identify the 

cause and work on a solution.  Connectivity issues have been addressed in a separate document 

(identifying speed and strength of connection; if no service, identify where and when so local 

tower time can be acquired).  All surveys are to be completed on CAPI.  When surveys are not 

completed on CAPI, it needs to be documented why. 

 



Submitting Refusals or Inaccessibles 

CAPI Manual Chapter 8.5 shows how to mark a record as a refusal or inaccessible. However, 

enumerators need to refer to the survey cover letter to know if they are to submit inaccessibles 

after a certain date.  Some surveys need a response from every single record.   

 

For surveys that need responses for every record (Cattle On Feed), sending the response in 

triggers the next staff action.  Refusals will be hand estimated (this is a very time consuming 

task, so they need to be sent in on a flow basis).  We should not see any inaccessible records in 

the early part of data collection as an alternate contact may be located.  By the due date, even the 

inaccessibles need to be submitted so we know that the data is truly an inaccessible (comments 

need to be submitted at the end of the record to designate why it couldn’t be contacted…that can 

help future data collection strategy).  Without the surveys being submitted, the office doesn’t 

know if you have contacted the respondent or are still trying to reach them. 

 

Some surveys are noted to not send inaccessibles after a certain survey date (Crops APS, Crops 

CE, Cash Rent).  This is because of a batch process on larger surveys where completion codes 

are set for various sections.  Any records submitted after that time create extra work on staff 

during our busiest processing time as we have to look at each record and compare to what we 

estimated.  Pulling up an empty record takes time away from our final push to improve response 

rates and quality. 

 

Balancing Workloads 

Start early and submit work daily.  If benchmarks are not being met, the workload will be 

transferred to other methods of data collection.  In addition, when benchmarks are met and 

response rates are favorable, the office will pull more work to the field during callouts or send 

more records to the field initially.  We are all one team trying to balance respondent burden, 

response rates, and the budget. 

 

Comments 

Comments are very important to understanding each operation.  If there are current ELMO 

comments on a record that need to be updated (or answer a question), please put the comments 

on the last screen of CAPI and precede the comment with ‘ELMO:’ to help alert staff that an 

update is needed.  ELMO notes are items that are permanent information for all future surveys 

(‘Tracy is a male.’ ‘Never call before 7am per wife.’ ‘Need to talk to Mike for crops and Bob for 

livestock.’).  If a comment is old or needs to be removed or updated, please note that also. 

 

Testing 

Testing CAPI prior to the start of the survey is important to identify problems with the 

questionnaire and get acquainted with the current survey.  In addition to the production sample in 

CAPI, the same test sample is loaded into CAPI Training.  Please go into CAPI Training prior to 

the start of the survey to help you better prepare.  Time spent in CAPI Training should be coded 

to the project code of that survey. 


